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Let X, = (Xl, ,..., X,,), 1 Q 01 < NV , Y > 1 be NV independent observa- 
tions from a density function f(x) where x E R”, the p-dimensional real space. 
Let RViar denote the rank of Xi, in the ordered array of X,, ,..., XiNV ; 1 < j < p 
and consider the multivariate rank order statistics 
N” 
Tvi = c cv,avd%.), 
C(=l 
where the constants, c,, , 1 < oi < N, satisfy the Noether condition and the 
scores, aVj(a), 1 < j < p, 1 < a. Q NV converge as Y --t co, for each j, in quadratic 
mean to a nonconstant, square integrable function p,(u), 0 < u < 1. Under 
the hypothesis of randomness, the joint asymptotic conditional and uncondi- 
tional normality of the statistics TVi , 1 < j Q p is established. Further, under 
mild conditions on the underlying density functions and assuming contiguous 
location shift alternatives, the joint asymptotic normality of these statistics is also 
established. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X, = (X,, ,..., X,,), 1 < 01 < N,, , v > 1 be NV independent observations 
from a density function f(x) where x E R P, the p-dimensional real space. Let 
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R,, denote the rank of Xi, in the ordered array of Xj, ,..., Xjlu, ; 1 < j < p and 
define the multivariate rank order statistics 
where the constants, c,, , 1 < 01 < NV satisfy the Noether condition and the 
scores, ~,,~(a), 1 < j < p, 1 < 01 < NV , converge as Y + co, for each j, in qua- 
dratic mean to a nonconstant, square integrable function &u), 0 < u < 1. The 
joint asymptotic conditional and unconditional distributions of these statistics 
are of some interest from the multivariate two-sample nonparametric tests 
viewpoint (e.g., see [6]). Here our main purpose is to develop the Hajek-SidPk [2] 
approach to the asymptotic distribution of the statistics Tvj , 1 < j < p. 
In Section 2, basic notation and assumptions are defined. Section 3 deals 
with the joint asymptotic normality under the hypothesis of randomness, and 
Section 4 deals with the joint asymptotic normality under contiguous location 
alternatives. 
2. NOTATION AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
Hypothesis of randomness 
Let HO, designate the family of all N,p-dimensional densities such that 
hdx, ,..., xN,, = ;fcxh v3 1, (2.1) 
a=1 
where x, E Rp and f (.) is a p-dimensional density. If h, E HO, , then the observa- 
tion vectors X, , 1 < (11 < NV are independent and identically distributed 
according to some p-dimensional density f (.). 
Let XV = (X1 ,..., XNy) be a sequence of p-dimensional random variables 
governed by a density h, E HO,. Denote by RvjoL , the rank of Xj, in the ordered 
array of Xj, ,..., XiNy ; 1 <j <p and let the real vector (c,, ,..., cVNy) be such 
that 
a?1 (C”, - c,)” > 0, (2.2) 
where E, = Crzl cV,/NY . Assume that the Noether condition 
(2.3) 
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is satisfied. From (l.l), rewrite the rank order statistics Tvj as the following: 
Assume that there exists some square integrable functions qj(u), 0 < u < I, 
1 <j<psuchthat 
and 
F+& s,’ &O + NW - P)~(W du = 0, (2.6) 
hold where the symbol [t] denotes the integer part of t. 
In view of (2.1), consider the location alternatives 
wheref,(.) is a known p-dimensional density. With each density q(d,), associate 
the density 
W) = $ f&II: - &I, (2.8) 
cl=1 
where 8, = C:Li dv,/Nv . Obviously, p(d,) E ZZ,, . Assume that fO(xl ,..., x9) is 
absolutely continuous in each xj for almost all xo) E R,“-’ where 
= {X(f) = (Xl ,...) xi-1 , Xi+1 )..., x,): -co < xi < co, i = I)..., j - 1, j + I)...) p}. 
Introduce now the Fisher information matrix of f0 
with f:‘(x) = aj0(x)/3xj . Assume that Z(fJ is finite, positive definite. Further, 
assume that 
lim max max (dvja - dvJz = 0, 




;z c” (4, - &)‘qfo)(40L - k) = b2, O<b2<co. (2.11) 
'X=1 
The assumptions (2.1)-(2.6) are used in the following section for the asymp- 
totic conditional and unconditional normality of the statistics Tvj , 1 < j < p 
under H,, and the additional assumptions (2.7)-(2.11) are used in Section 4 for 
the asymptotic normality of Tvj under q(d,). 
3. ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY 
Let x, E R”, 1 < 01 < NV be vectors. Then to any sequence x, = (x1 ,..., xN,) 
of vectors, there corresponds another sequence s$.’ = (A@,..., a+‘~)) consisting 
of the same vectors, but reordered in such a way that the$rst coordinate increases. 
We shall denote this correspondance by X(*)(x,). 
If XV is governed by a density h, E H,,, given by (2.1), it follows that 
P”(X” = x, 1 xi.’ = x$“) = l/N”!, if X(.)(x,) = x!” E XJ”, 
where 3Eb.l denotes the subspace of 3, = R Nup, the N,p-dimensional real space, 
containing points x, . (.) It can now be verified that the conditional variance, 
var(TVj 1 Xi.’ = x$“) = z (c,, - C)” 5 &(a) - a;i>2/(Nv - 11, 
a=1 a=1 
and the conditional covariance, 
N” N” 
cov(Tvi , Tvj 1 XL” = xl”) = 1 (cvol - cv)2 c (a,,(Rvi,) - a;,) 
.X=1 Cl=1 
x kML) - a,jWv - 11, 
where Tvj , 1 < j < p are given by (2.4). D enote the conditional correlation of 
T,,i and Tyj by yVii and define the conditional correlation matrix 
Y” = (Yd (3.1) 
Letting 
~(9~6 >vi) = Jo1 l1 (T~(u> - F~>(P)~(w> - ~j) dP(ui G u, uj < ~1, 1 <kj<P, 
(3.2) 
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where Uj = Fj(Xi) with Fj(.) being the marginal distribution function of Xj , 
define the correlation matrix 
Y = (Yii), (3.3) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let XV = (X, ,..., XNy) be governed by a density h, E H,, given 
by (2.1) and assume that (2.6) holds. Then yy  converges in probability to y  as 
v  -+ co, where yV and y  are respectively given by (3.1) and (3.3). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that as u -+ co, 
(3.4) 
converges to u”(v~), and for i # j, 
converges in probability to u(vi , qua). However, (3.4) follows as in the univariate 
case (see [2, p. 1611) and (3.5) follows as in Theorem 3.1 of Puri and Sen (1969). 
Denote the joint conditional distribution of ZVj , 1 < j < p by 
‘%(x1 ,..-, x, 1 XL*‘), where ZVi = T,,,/(var(TVi ] XL*‘))1/2. Actually the conditional 
distribution G,(. 1 Xi.)) is a function of XJ.) with a value G,(. 1 xi.‘), at 
X’.’ = x(.) 
Y Y * 
THEOREM 3.1. Let XV = (Xl ,..., X, ) be governed by a density h, E H,, given 
by (2.1) and assume that y  given by (3.3) >s positive dejinite and (2.6) holds. Then 
for every q > 0 there exists K,, such that 
(3.6) 
implies 
P[ sup I G,(x, ,..., xg I X,!“) - @(x1 ,..., x, I 0, r)l < ~1 > 1 - ‘I, 
a1,....29 
(3.7) 
where @(. 1 0, y) denotes the p-variate normal distribution function with mean 
vector 0 and dispersion matrix y. 
Proof. Assume that the conclusion of the theorem is false. Then there exists 
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a double sequence (c,, , 1 < (II < NV , Y > 1) such that (2.3) holds and a sequence 
of subsets (A”: A, C X, = R*up, v  > 1) such that 
W”) > ?I> (3.8) 
and, for x, E A,, 
sup I G,(x, ,..., x, I d’) - @‘(xl ,..., xg I 0, r>l > T. (3.9) al....*@) 
Let X,(x,), 1 <i < p and hi , 1 < j < p designate the eigenvalues of yy(xy) 
and y  given by (3.1) and (3.3), respectively. Since y  according to our assumption 
is positive definite, its eigenvalues are positive. Let p be a positive number 
such that 0 < p < 1 and set 
From Lemma 3.1, 
;ir P(B,) = 1. (3.10) 
Thus, in view of (3.8) and (3.10), for any v0 there exists Y > y0 such that A& 
is a nonempty subset of XV . Hence, there is a subsequence (x,: x, E A$, , v  > v,) 
such that (3.9) holds and 
is satisfied. 
min X,(x,) > p min hj , 
1 <j<P 1 <j<p 
In order to obtain a contradiction to (3.9), one must show that (3.9) does not 
hold whenever x, E A,B, C A,, v >, v. . However, this will follow from Theo- 
rem 7.1 of Hajek (1961) if one shows that the conditions of the theorem are 
satisfied. 
Since x, E B, , minrGiGs &(xV) > p > 0 and hence the condition (7.2) of the 
Hajek theorem is satisfied. Also the regression constants (cyE , 1 < a! < NV , 
v  > v,) satisfy the Noether condition. So it only remains to show that the scores 
aVj(cz), 1 <j < p, 1 < 01 < NV, v  > v0 satisfying (2.6) satisfy the condition Q, 
i.e., for 1 < j < p lim,,, K,/N, = 0 implies 
Note that the condition, if valid for aJol), 1 < 01 < NV , v  > y0 , also holds 
for aVj(rVo,), 1 \< 01 < NV where (rV1 ,..., Y,*,) is any permutation of (l,..., NV). 
Let X denote Lebesgue measure and put C, = UfL, C,, , where 
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Introduce now m, = k,/N, and consider 
= lvli + lvzi , say. 
Since m, 4 0, IV0 + 0 as v + co and from (2.6), lyzi -+ 0 as v + co, 1 < j < p. 
This completes the proof in view of (3.4). 
The following theorem gives the joint asymptotic unconditional normality 
of the statistics TvJ , 1 < j < p given by (2.4). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Tyj , 1 <j < p be dejined by (2.4). Then under the assump- 
tions of Theorem 3.1 for every 7 > 0 there exists K,, such that (3.6) implies 




u;j = c @“a - C”J2 U”(cpj), 1 <j<P. (3.12) 
oi=l 
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. 
We shall now investigate in the following section the joint asymptotic distri- 
bution, under q(d,) given by (2.7), of TV, , 1 <j <p. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY UNDER CONTIGUOUS ALTERNATIVES 
Consider again the linear rank order statistics 
Tvi = ; (cvi, - CJ ~v@vd (4.1) 
a=1 
where the scores Q((Y), 1 <j < p, 1 ,< (Y < NV , satisfy the condition (2.6) and 
6831311-5 
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the regression constants cvia , 1 < j < p, 1 < 01 < N, , satisfy (2.2) for each j. 
Assume that 
In order to simplify notation in what follows, we shall drop the subscript it 
from p(&), I, d,, , etc., and we shall use the Hajek-SidPk [2] notation and 
terminology. Further, theorems of Hajek-SidPk will be quoted by the abbrevia- 
tions HS followed by their corresponding numbers. 
In view of Corollary HS VI. I .2, the densities q(d) given by (2.7) are contiguous 
to p(d) given by (2.8), if log& , where L, = q(d)&(d), is under p(d) asymptoti- 
cally normal ( -02/2, 0”). From Lecam’s second Lemma HS VI. 1.3, whose proof 
remains valid irrespective of whether X, are univariate or p-variate random 
variables, the asymptotic normality of log L, under p(d) may be derived from 
the asymptotic normality of 
W, = 2 f [{fo(-% - 4JfoK - 4Y2 - 11, 
Cd=1 
(4.3) 
LEMMA 4.1. Let E denote the expectation with respect to p(d) given by (2.8). 
Then, under (2.10) and (2.1 l), 
EW, --t -$b”. (4.4) 
Proof. Let s(x) = {fo(x)}li2, P)(x) = &(x)/ax, and observe that 
and 
P(x) = ~j~‘(x){fo(x)}-“” 
Ufo) = 4 j S(~)(X) s(j)(x) dx, 1 < i, j < p. 
R” 
Further, let (X1 ,..., X,) be governed by p(d) and set Y, = X, - d, h, = d, - d 
and 11 h /I2 = Cy=, hj2, 1 < a < N. Then 
EW, = 2 ? E [s(:(;)ha) - 11 
'X=1 a 
= --f 11 h, 112 j 
LX=1 R” 
/“‘“’ -,, sh(‘,,- ha’/2 dx. 
a 
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Let 
G = 1 I 
s(x) - s(x - h,) 
R' II ha II 
- ,g & Wx) 2 dx, 
I 
and consider 
l[s I R' 
44 ;,;I,- hJ12dx]1'2 - [,,, 12 &y(x)/2dx]1'2 1 < cy. 
[3], C, tends to zero uniformly in From (2.10), (2.11), and Lemma 4.1 in 
01 = l,..., N. Thus, from above 
I ’ h. ,z II ha II -2?- ,y,> 2 dx I 
= -4 i h,‘l(f,) h, --f -&b2. 
ol=l 
The proof is complete. 
Introducing the statistics 
Td = -i i cdiol - &Ej>(f%-a - ~)ifo(x, - a)), 
ol=lj=l 
(4.5) 
one obtains the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let var denote the variance with respect to p(d) given by (2.8). 
Then, under (2.10) and (2.11), 
var( wd - Td) -+ 0. (4.6) 
Proof, Using s(x), Y, , h, , and C, in the above meaning and expressing 
Wd - Td as N independent summands, we have 
var(Wd - Td) < 4 f  E s(:(y)ha) - 
I 
(9 




= 4 2 I14cl/2G. 
ol=l 
Hence, the lemma follows. 
Note that, in view of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, Theorem HS VI.2.2 remains valid 
in the present context. 
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Let the vector U = (U, ,..., U,), where Uj =F&Xj) with F&x) = 
Pd(Xj < x); 1 <j < p, and introduce the random functions 
where gj(.) designates the inverse function of the distribution F&.). Define 
1 <i,j<p, (4.8) 
where the integral sign indicates the p-fold integral. Denote by pdC , the vector 
with elements 





ucijl”ciiucij 7 1 d i, j < P, 
and u(q~~ , qua) is given by (3.2) under p(d). Then one has the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let q(d) be giwen by (2.7) and the statistics Ti , 1 < j < p 
be dejkd by (4.1). Assume that yC is positiwe dejkite and that (2.10) and (2.11) 
hold. If the scores atisfy (2.6), then under q(d), 
(4.11) 
implies 
- @(x1 ,..., xz, I 0, ye)1 + 0, (4.12) 
where pdcj and o,jj are respectively given by (4.9) and (4.10) and Qd(.) denotes 
the probability measure associated with q(d). 
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Rem&. If cd@ = c, , 1 <j < p, 1 < a < N, then the statistics Tj simplify 
to 
Tj = 5 (cm - E) ~j(Rj,), 1 <j<P. 
LX=1 
The condition (4.11) now becomes the Noether condition 
and e,jj reduces to 
u;j = il (ca - q2 1’ {vj(u) - q&l2 du, 1 Gj<P. 
0 
Further, the matrix yc reduces to the matrix y where y is given by (3.3) under 
p(d) and pdcj reduces to 
where e(qj , q+)) is given by (4.8). 
Proof. Consider the statistics Tj , 1 < j < p given by (4.1). From [5, p. 1081 
it will suffice to show that under q(d) the statistic 
S,=X,T,+~~*+h,T,, 
is for (4.11) asymptotically normal with mean hlpdc and variance X,&,X for every 
X = (Al ,..., A,) E Rp. 
Without loss of generality, assume that 
jl (% - 4, = 1, 1 <i<p, (4.13) 
and 
jl (cm - Wa - a>'-+ B12 9 (4.14) 
where B,, is a matrix with elements b,,(i, j), 1 < i, j < p. 
Let Uj, = F&Xja), 1 < j < p, 1 < 01 < N. Introducing the statistics 
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Put 
T, = h,T,*l + ... + h,T& , 
Then, as in the univariate case (see [2, p. 161]), (S, - T,)(var Tc)-1/2 converges 
to zero in P,-probability. Hence, S, may be replaced by T, in consideration 
regarding the limiting law. 
On the other hand, from LeCam’s second Lemma HS VI. 1.3 and Lemmas 4.1 
and 4.2, logL, - T, + &b2 converges to zero in P,-probability. Hence, 
logL, and Td - $b2 have the same limit law under p(d). The statistics Td may 
be expressed, from (4.7), as 
Thus, under p(d), the joint limiting law of (8, , logL,) is the same as that of 
(T, , Td - +b2). Consequently, if we prove that (T, , Td) is under p(d) asymptot- 
ically jointly normal with p1 = ET, = p2 = ET, = 0, variances ur2 = var T, , 
2- - var Td = b2, and covariance cl2 = cov(Tc , T& we can conclude that 
$c , log Ld) is asymptotically jointly normal with the same parameters except 
for p2 = -$b2, and, from LeCam’s third Lemma HS VI.1.4, the asymptotic 
normality of S, under q(d) will follow immediately. 
Now since the Urn’s are independent and Uj, has uniform distribution over 
(0, 1) under p(d), p1 = p2 = 0. Further, it can be verified that var T, = A’JYJ, 
and that, from (2.10), (2.1 l), (4.9), and (4.14), 
var Td = f (dw - d)‘I(f,)(d, - ii) + b2, 
a=1 
and 
Thus, the limiting parameters have the required values. It remains to show that 
for all real Zi and I2 , ZITc + Z2Td is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and 
var(Z,T, + Z,T,). Write 
and assume that 
var(Z,T, + Z,T,) ---f u2 > 0. 
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Let 
j=l 
4, = l2(4, - 4) @‘(U, 7 fo), 1 <j<p, 1 <a<N, 
z, = i zi, , 
j=O 
Z,(S) = -?a , if 1 Z, 1 > 6, 6 > 0, 
zz 0, if I&I<& 
and define Z&), 0 < j < p similarly. From (4.15), the Lindeberg condition 
for llTc + lzTd may be expressed as follows: 
N 
However, we obviously have 
vm2 G (P + 1)” $1, 
so that (4.16) follows from 
6 > 0. (4.16) 
~0, O<j<p. (4.17) 
Finally, observe that for j = 0, from (4.11) and (4.13), (4.17) is equivalent to 
the Lindeberg condition for llTc . Moreover, from (2.10), (2.11), (4.11), and 
(4.13), it follows that (4.17) is satisfied for each j, and the proof is complete. 
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